Abstract. In this paper we develop a new three-stage, fourth order explicit formula ofRunge-Kutta type based on Arithmetic and Harmonic means. The error and stability analyses of this method md1cate that the method IS stable and efficient for nonstiff problems. Two examples are given which Illustrate the fcurth order accuracy of the method ..
INTRODUCTION
rhe requirement of solving initial value problem economically, especially in terms of computing :ime, while maintaining the high degree of accuracy of the approximate solution has been given a considerable amount of research for the past three decades by many well known authors. Amongst them are [5] , [10] , [7] and [4] . By having fewer number of stages we could save the evaluation time of derivative functions especially if the function is of a complex form. "It is an intellectual challenge to derive Runge Kutta formulas with as few stages as possible because the number of times the differential equation is evaluated is a significant measure of work." was quoted in [7] . The existence of other form of Runge-Kutta (RK) formulas which are based on other types of means has also contributed methods comparable methods to existing ones, [2] , [!], [9] which g1ve us several alternatives for solving certain types of class of problems better. The absence of five-stage fifth order RK methods as proved by [10] is now questionable. This was due to the existence of five-stage fifth order method ofRunge-Kutta method based on geometric mean which was developed by Sanugi and Yaacob [1995] . Perhaps by using other types of means, including the arithmethic mean in the increment function one could also obtain other five-stage, fifth order methods.
In this paper we establish a new three-stage fourth order methods [12] . The first of its kind was developed by [II] . Even though it was mentioned in the paper that the stability region of the method RK-N34 is quite small and the numerical results shown are convincing, the class of problems that RK-N34 can solve accurately are limited. With that in mind we try to enhance the reliablity of this method by adjusting the position of an additional parameter a 4 that we introduce in the derivative function. For simplicity, we shall address this new method as RK-NHM34. After comparing the solutions obtained with the classical Runge-Kutta method, we found that our new method RK-NHM34, which based on harmonic mean (with bigger stability region than RK-N34) is more reliable for a larger class of initial value problems. Note that the term C/"1~) is defined as the harmonic mean for two different real numbers s 1 , s 2 .
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In order to achieve the fourth order accuracy we need to solve the seven parameters in (2.2) with the seven equations of order condition. Using MA THEMA TICA, a symbolic computation package, we expand (2.2) andy(x, +h) as Taylor series expansion. On comparison of the coefficients of hi, i = I, 2, 3 we obtained the seven equations (mostly nonlinear) shown below. On solving simultaneously using MA THEMA TICA again we obtain two sets of solutions, viz. 
Substituting these sets of solution to the scheme (2.1) yield formulas (2.1 0) and (2.11) respectively.
where
and (2.11)
ERROR ANALYSIS
The local truncation error (with respect toy) for formula (2.10) is given as LTE(l) where 
If in addition, the function f is linear in y then formula (2.1 0) is a better choice. This is due to the coefficient of the first term in LTE(l) which is smaller in magnitude compared to that of LTE (2) . At this point we have still not decided which of these two formulas is better for general cases. In order to make a proper decision we need to analyse the stability regions of both formulas and compare to that of the classical RK.4. The one that gives a bigger stability region or a stability region at least approximately close to the size of RK4 should be considered in subsequent sections.
STABILITY ANALYSIS
We apply the test equation y' = A.y, where A. is a complex constant to both formula (2.1 0) and (2.11) respectively. From formula (2.1 0), the ratio y;:' gives the stability polynomial shown in Figure ( It is clear that formula (2.1 0) gives bigger stability region compared to its counterpart fonnula (2.11). Thus, we will use this formula as our method to solve some initial value problems which have their own special characteristic. 
THE CONVERGENCE OF RK-NHM34 METHOD
wh1ch implies that \jf satisfies a Lipschitz condition in y, so that the method RK-NHM34 is convergent.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To conclude our fmdings we present two problems. One is a single equation initial value problem and the other is a system consisting of two first order linear equations solved by the method d1scussed above. Stepsize, h = 0.01
Problem 2
Initial Condition:
Stepsize, h = 0.01 Table ( 6.1) corresponds to the solution of problem 1 when solved by classical RK4 and RK-NHM34 respectively, while Table (6.2) and (6.3) correspond to the solution of problem 2. All the solutions are printed out for every 10 steps. Tables (6. 2 )and (6.3) we defme the errors as
wheren=O, 1,2, ... , 10.
CONCLUSION
In th1s paper we · have established a new three-stage fourth order Runge-Kutta formula based on Anthrnetic and Harmonic means. By including the Harmonic mean in S 3 , we are able to reduce the number of stages and at the same time we have increased the order of fonnula. Judging from the results as shown in Table 5 .1 -5.3, we could say that this new method is comparable to the classical RK4. The smaller stability region as shown in Fig. 4 .1 indicate that this method requires a 'smaller' step size compared to that of classical RK4 .
To summanze our discussion, we present two tables, Table (7.1) and (7.2). Table (7.1) shows the two formulas used, and Table (7 .2) shows the amount of computational work involved per step f01 each method. From Table (7.2) it is clear that the RK-NHM34 is more favourable since it rLqu1rc fewer functiOn evaluatiOns wh1le the arithmetiC operat10 is similar with the classical RK4 method. Table 7 . 1 The two formulas used in the numerical examples.
Method
Formulayn + 1 =
RK-AM4
Yn +% (k 1 + 2(~ + k 3 ) + k 4 )
RK-HM34 h
Yn + 6 (sl + ~ + 4s3) 
